
Story could inspire AIDS fight
THANK you for catching up with
Datuk E J Lawrence and the story of
the Sungai Buloh leper colony
I have three schoolgoing children

aged between 10 and 15 and we all
pored over the story over breakfast
They had lots of questions about lep
rosy and then of course they each
whipped out their laptops and
googled it after the meal
I don t think they would ever learn

about this illness and its history in
our country if not for stories like this

—a reason whyI always lookfor
ward to sharing stories with them
from this column
The old pictures are beautiful and

poignant and they reminded me of
the sad stigma attached to the old
Hospital Kusta I visited the place
with my husband when they were
talking about demolishing it a few
years ago I had wondered from time
to time what happened to plans to
gazette the place as a heritage site
I really hope the colony would be

preserved and that the powers that
be are notjust doing lip service Ifthe
buildings are not architecturally im
portant at the very least least they

are ofsignificant historical value The
place is a reminder ofhowwe fought
against this ancient disfiguring ill
ness and won —not just in termsof
medicine but also in overcoming the
prejudice of the public against it

I think as we grapple with pan
demics like AIDS we should take a
leaf from the story of our battle
against leprosy — that fear anddis
crimination is not going to make the
disease go away

MICHELLE LIM
Kuala Lumpur
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